
" AT THE BAIKONUR COSMODROME" 

Here is 10-day professionally-industrial practice, conducted on cosmodrome " 
Baikonur." From 12 to 22 June we had a practical training, for our students: rich useful 
information, a life lesson as a future specialist, as well as advice to V. Anatolyevich's 
father, who taught us as a professional in his field, devoted his life to the space industry, 
will forever remain in the future.  All the advice was very valuable for us. 

From the first day we went to the flying fields. Hot steppe +40C is not a hindrance for 
the fiery youth. The first flight of the platform № 200. For us, this site is remembered 
as the launch complex of the PROTON launch vehicle and the complex of 419 launches 
in history. 

 
 eight-stage aggregate unit located on LV the " PROTON" 

The next day we visited the airfield number 2. This site began with the Museum 
"Cosmonautics". Each exhibit of the Museum touched us in a diary with a unique 
version, value and history. After that, we were lucky to be in history at the legendary 
No. 1 airfield. This is, of course, the launch complex"Gagarin", from this launch 
complex for the first time established communication with the spacecraft" Vostok-1 " 
Yuri Gagarin April 12, 1961. 

The last 2 days of production practice, we learned a lot of useful information from the 
flight fields №42 and №45.At site №42, we learned about how the installation and 
experimental building of the LV ZENIT   works and about the importance of the 
transport and distribution unit.  At site №45  we visited the launch complex of the LV 
"Zenit", about the launch complex and №46 launches of the VL. It is at this point in the 
heart awakens a sense of pride. Since at present, the flight platforms № 42, №45 are 
under the jurisdiction of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Despite the fact that JSC 
BC"Baiterek"seeks to ensure that these two mentioned flying fields in the future were 



independent legal entities of the country, of course, trust and inspire graduates in this 
industry, graduates, graduates, graduates. 

And in order to get an excellent impression of such production practice: rector of 
ENU.L. N. Gumilyov Sydykov E. B., so that we believe the young generation and made 
a great contribution to the formation of an independent specialist of the country, head 
of the Department.Department of STaT  Zhakupova A. E., for the fact that each student 
during practical work showed in what direction in the future it can lead to a thought, 
our leaders Zhumanbaeva A. S., Aldiyarova.B.T. Also express my gratitude to the 
Director of  ISS by Chelomey Shatalov for giving students information. 
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